
EXPOSURE

The Exposure Triangle  -  
Shutter Speeds,  Aperture,  ISO



This affects the overall exposure, how sharp 
the image will be, plus some issues over flash 

photography

SHUTTER SPEED



moving object will travel across the picture.

The longer you leave the shutter open the further a

How blurred it will be depends on the speed of 

the object, its direction and how far away it is.
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PINTEREST

Google “Pinterest” and search it for any   
   photography-related subject.
It has hundreds of useful articles.









To avoid camera shake you need to use 

a fast shutter speed.

As a rough guide, choose a shutter speed which is at 

least twice as  fast as the focal length you have set.

For example, if your lens is set at 55mm your

shutter speed should be 1/100th or faster.



Many cameras have a feature to improve on this.

Canon call it IS (image stabilisation)

Nikon VR (vibration reduction)

It’s built into the body or the lens and corrects for

movement of the camera so you can get a 

sharp picture even if you wobble a little bit.



There are three main reasons why you 
would want to change the aperture

APERTURE



To make the image darker or lighter

APERTURE  1



Aperture is simply a hole.

to make the hole bigger or smaller.

So it lets in more, or less, light.

The camera lens contains a mechanism 



Not much light here !



Not much light here !

But opening the aperture lets more light in ..























To change the depth of field

APERTURE  2



This is square to the camera
so it’s sharp all over



This is square to the camera
so it’s sharp all over

But slope it and you can see

how it becomes blurred away 

from the focus point



Our eyes can’t detect a slight loss

of focus so objects nearer or farther

away can still appear to be sharp.

The extent of that acceptably sharp area is called Depth of Field



The extent of the Depth of Field

is affected by a number of factors
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Here are some table top examples,

starting with the widest aperture

Since most of these factors are decided for other reasons

the one normally used to control Depth of Field is

the aperture.



f/ 2.8



f/ 4

f/ 2.8



f/ 5.6

f/ 2.8



f/ 8

f/ 2.8



f/ 11

f/ 2.8



f/ 16

f/ 2.8



f/ 22

f/ 2.8



f/ 32

f/ 2.8



The depth of field behind your subject is

about twice as much as the depth in front of it



f/ 8

f/ 2.8



The depth of field behind your subject is

about twice as much as the depth in front of it

So to get as much of your picture sharp as possible

decide on the nearest and farthest bits you need to

to be sharp then focus about 1/3 into that area.



Let’s look at some more usual examples



f/ 2.8



f/ 4
This is one stop smaller

f/ 2.8



f/ 5.6
Two stops smaller

f/ 2.8 f/ 4
This is one stop smaller



f/ 2.8



f/ 8f/ 2.8
three stops smaller



f/ 22
Six stops smaller

f/ 8f/ 2.8
three stops smaller



f/ 22
Six stops smaller

f/ 8f/ 2.8
three stops smaller

Smaller apertures give greater Depth of Field. 



The focal length of the lens affects

depth of field too

This is an aside but …



A wideangle keeps the background sharp



Standard focal length blurs it a littleWideangle



A short telephoto blurs the background a lot

Wideangle Standard



You can use shallow depth of field to make

   the subject stand out more



f/ 32

A small aperture creates

a distracting background



f/ 32 f/ 8





To maintain the best image quality

APERTURE  3



Very few lenses give their sharpest images 

when fully open and those that do are 

extremely expensive!

As a rule then lenses used at their widest

    aperture will be sharp in the centre but

less so towards the corners.



Stopping down the aperture will improve

corner sharpness. You’d need to test your

lens to find the best aperture to use but

as a rule a couple of stops down will be

    the best . Perhaps about f/8.

Vignetting (darkening in the corners) is

also improved a lot at those apertures.



To avoid blur at small apertures

APERTURE  FOOTNOTE



When the aperture is very small, less than

about f/16, light bends around the edge

of the blades and softens the image.

It’s called “diffraction”.

Small cameras suffer more than large ones

so tiny compact cameras often have lenses

which only go down to f/8.



ISO

How bright your picture turns out will also 
   depend on much light the sensor needs to 
   form the image you’re after



ISO

You can think of it as how sensitive 
the sensor is to light.

( Actually that’s not technically right, 
   as I’ll explain in a minute, but stick 
   with me )



The International Standards Organisation

has standards for all kinds of things.

One was for the sensitivity of films in the

Compare films of 100 ISO and 200 ISO  

good old days.

and the 200 is more sensitive so needs

 just half as much light as the other.



For convenience the same system is applied

to digital cameras.

A setting of 200 ISO will need just half the

amount of light as 100 ISO.



The ISO setting on your camera may be on

a dial or via a menu on the screen.



If the light is dim and you’re struggling to

maintain a high enough shutter speed or

   a suitable aperture you can increase ISO.

The downside is that higher ISOs increase

   the noise. This is a gritty, grainy appearance

   over the picture. Often it shows more in 

   areas of smooth tone than in detailled areas.





For maximum quality shoot at the native

Modern cameras cope pretty well at high

   ISOs so don’t be afraid to increase it to 

   400, 800 or even 1600. A grainy picture is

   usually preferable to a blurred one!

Higher than that is worth trying, so see what

ISO of your camera, probably 100 or 200.

your camera is capable of.



THE EXPOSURE TRIANGLE

( at last ! )



Exposure is the effect of light on the

sensor in your camera.

It is a combination of three factors :

Aperture
Shutter Speed

ISO







So how do you achieve 
the best exposure ?



The camera will do a good job most
   of the time but it is sometimes fooled. 

Also, it doesn’t know exactly what 
   effect you want to achieve.



“Correct”

My camera reckons this is  
the correct exposure



1 stop Under

“Correct”



1 stop Under 1 stop Over

“Correct”



1 stop Under 1 stop Over

2 stops Over

“Correct”



1 stop Under 1 stop Over

2 stops Over

“Correct”

We need a method of judging exposure

which doesn’t rely on the camera

or glancing at the screen.



•   A digital picture is made up from thousands or 

millions of tiny elements called pixels(short for 

Picture Elements).

•   Each pixel has its own colour and brightness.

with all its colours and brightnesses.
Together these pixels make up a complete picture, 

   A normal picture will contain white pixels, black 

pixels and every possible shade in between, 

 all spread about the picture.

•  If you count up all the black pixels, the nearly black 

then plot them, you get a chart called a histogram.

 ones, the grey ones and every other one up to white, 

We’ll quickly review what we know about histograms





This is a histogram



Look at the histogram



Notice how more exposure pushes it to the right







This is the darkest one. Exposure was 1/400 at f/8
See how the histogram is all on the left.



I think this is the best one. Exposure was 1/200 at f/8
The histogram has moved to the right.



This is too bright. Exposure was 1/100 at f/8
The histogram has moved even further to the right.



Way over the top ! Exposure was 1/50 at f/8
The histogram has moved off the right edge of the chart.



1 Stop Under-Exposure



1 Stop Over-Exposure



Some normal histograms



This is a normal type of picture.
See how the histogram spreads right across the chart.



Another ordinary shot with a full histogram



The histogram here looks bunched up to the right but

that’s only because there are big areas of light tone.



Compare this one. The histogram is bunched to the

left because of the large areas of dark tone.



BUT BEWARE !

You must judge the histogram on what

you expect it to look like.



The histogram is over on the left,

but that’s how it should be !



All of these histograms are displayed on the computer

but they are also shown on your camera.



On my SLR



and my compact.



How to Adjust the Exposure

Most cameras have a control for  
   exposure compensation.   

Sometimes it’s a dial to turn.



Often it’s a button to press while 
   you turn a dial.



On my compact it’s a slider on the touch screen.



+ values make the picture brighter

   and shift the histogram to the right

- values make it darker

   and shift the histogram to the left



If a picture is under-exposed it is
    possible to make some correction

on the computer

But if over-exposed you can’t resurrect
   blown highlights so you don’t want

The playback display on the camera can 
   be set to show any bleached out areas

I’d like to show you another way of
   assessing the exposure

to over-expose if you can help it



I have Highlights turned on on my display.

It flashes black and white on burnt out areas.

Highlights



Canon - press Display / info  to scroll through the viewing 
options in playback mode.

Find the histogram and highlight information.

Nikon - press up or down on the D-pad to scroll through 
viewing options.

Menu > Playback Menu > Display Mode > Highlights
Turn on highlights by going to :

Highlights

Canon is clever enough to show lost shadows as well.



Why the Meter Can Be Wrong



The exposure meter in the camera has some
     most sophisticated features.

Matrix or Evaluative metering decides what it thinks the

     subject is before deciding on the exposure to give.

But it can be fooled :



These are pieces of card, from white through grey to black.

Notice the gaps in the histogram.



The same cards photographed on auto exposure.
The ignorant camera thinks each card on its own is a mid-grey.



White

The same cards photographed on auto exposure.
The ignorant camera thinks each card on its own is a mid-grey.



White Light grey

The same cards photographed on auto exposure.
The ignorant camera thinks each card on its own is a mid-grey.



White Light grey

Dark grey

The same cards photographed on auto exposure.
The ignorant camera thinks each card on its own is a mid-grey.



Notice that the histograms are almost identical !

White

The same cards photographed on auto exposure.
The ignorant camera thinks each card on its own is a mid-grey.

Light grey

Dark grey Black



White b/g

   auto 1/1000th

Grey b/g

auto 1/200th

Black b/g

auto 1/160th



Grey b/g

auto 1/200th

White b/g

manual 1/200th

Black b/g

manual 1/200th



But the histogram isn’t necessarily
accurate either !



Raw  v  jpeg

Raw gives you a broader range of tones.

It produces marginally sharper images (at huge magnifications)

and is capable of producing superior quality

But Raw always needs extra work on the computer

and the files are big so the camera can’t store as many images.



jpeg produces smaller file sizes so you can store

The camera automatically adjusts settings
to improve image quality  (as the camera thinks fit)

more of them in the camera

Raw  v  jpeg



Raw is like old-fashioned film :

you have to process it in the darkroom to create the best result

jpeg is like a Polaroid print straight from the camera :

it’s already been processed to give a reasonable result

Raw  v  jpeg



The problem with Raw when judging exposures is that the camera
can’t display an unprocessed picture on the screen.
So the camera creates a low-quality jpeg and displays that.

The histogram relates to the processed jpeg instead
     of the unprocessed Raw file.

Still, the Raw and the jpeg histograms will differ less than the 
the displays would, so your best bet is to rely on the histogram.



Different Metering Patterns



The earliest built -in meters measured the

average light from the whole of the screen



As the most important object is usually in the centre of the screen 

     an improvement is to take more notice of the centre.

80% of the reading is measured from the central area.



A generally more accurate system is Matrix or Evaluative metering.

The camera takes measurements from all the different areas and
compares them with scenes stored in its computer database.



A spot meter reads only from a very small area in the middle,

typically 5% or less of the total area.

You can gauge exposures very accurately but needs judgement.



But all these systems are based on the idea that you

     are trying to produce a mid-grey.

The standard grey reflects 18% of the light which hits it.



Let’s look at a light subject against a dark background



Matrix or Evaluative Metering. The flowers are a bit burnt out.



Matrix Metering Minus 1 EV. I compensated manually.



Centre Weighted Metering



Spot Metering. Records the very centre as grey.



Now a dark subject against a light background



Centre Weighted

Matrix

Spot



A more normal subject still produces subtle differences



Matrix “Correct” Matrix “Correct” + 1EV

Centre Weighted Spot Meter



•   Is the histogram shifted too far to the left or right ?

Tips for Adjusting Exposure

•   Is the shape of the histogram what you would expect ?

•   Take a photograph and review it on the camera’s screen

•   Bring up the histogram

•   If too far left take another photograph but give + exposure

(a longer shutter speed or a larger aperture (smaller f/number))

(a shorter shutter speed or a smaller aperture (bigger f/number))
•   If too far right take another photograph but give - exposure

•   NEVER use the picture on the screen to judge if the exposure was
what you wanted.    For accuracy always check the histogram !

•   Always have the Highlights feature switched on



WHY ISO IS WRONG !

With film, the longer you shone light 
   on it the darker the picture became.



But a digital sensor just measures how
   much light is hitting each spot.
   To make it seem more sensitive the
   camera “turns up the volume”
   electronically.
The proper term is “gain”.

Just like music, loud volumes increase 
   background noise and this creates 
   the graininess and loss of detail.



These two got
     it right.


